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Looking for Plants for Class 58?
We Grow over 100 different different varieties sold as rooted cuttings 

or as flowering plants in 2 litre pots and bigger.
Get in touch with us now and we can supply your winners 

for your upcoming shows. 
We have been supplying plants to the trade and public for over 

30 years and our Northampton Nursery is open to
the public from March to August.

Alongside our Pelargoniums we also grow a
wide range of Geraniums, Lavenders, Agapanthus and Penstemons

Harborough Rd. North, Northampton NN2 8LU
Tel: 01604 842365

www.cramdennursery.co.uk
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Welcome to The PAGS 14th Annual National Show

Hello and welcome to our National Show Schedule for
2022.

I think it’s fair to say that the last two years has brought
us a fair number of challenges regarding the organisation
of our shows, none more so than the year just gone
when we had to pull the plug on the reorganised physical
show at the very last minute due to the sudden extension
of the final lifting of Covid restrictions.

We can only hope that the worst of the Covid pandemic is
now behind us and as I write this in the autumn of 2021
it would appear that we can now be confident of 
organising future events on a sounder footing.

This year sees us returning to RHS Garden sites for our
Annual Shows and we are delighted to be able to hold
this show at the newly opened RHS Gardens in 
Bridgewater, Greater Manchester.

This obviously sees us returning further north than we
have since 2014 when we held our National Show in Leeds. Since then, of course, we
began to establish an annual show event, at a relatively central point, in the grounds of 
Fibrex Nursery in Worcestershire. However, as many of you know the guys at Fibrex have
had to reorganise and reduce the size of their operation so this means that we have had to
seek out other venues and we are pleased that the RHS is helping us out with this. 
Moreover with Fibrex having redistributed their Pelargonium Collection to various RHS 
gardens around the country it will give visitors the chance to see some of the collection
once again.   

The Bridgewater RHS Gardens opened in June 2021 following a number of delays due to
the Covid pandemic. The centre of this schedule gives some background and details of the
gardens and some of you may have seen a television series about the development and
opening of the gardens in a BBC 2 documentary series. 

The Gardens have a permanent show Marquee, specifically for plant and flower shows, and
this is where we will holding our National Annual Show. Exhibitors should note, however,
that the marquee is situated just off a large scale walkway and there are restrictions in
place surrounding vehicle access to the marquee during the Gardens opening hours of
10.00am to 6.00pm. This should not present a problem to exhibitors on the Saturday
morning but will limit car access to the marquee on the Friday afternoon so please note
the exhibitor programme on the opposite page.

The other consideration we have to acknowledge in moving our show further north is that
it is difficult for us to estimate both how many of our more regular southerly exhibitors will
exhibit at this location, plus, how many potentially new, more northerly based growers,
will come on board and have a go. To this end the committee have made the decision that
for this year only we have raised the number of exhibits, for each exhibitor, that can be
entered in each class to four. 
Of course as well as our show the Gardens have all of the usual trappings of horticultural
extravagance that you expect at an RHS site including landscaped themed gardens,
borders, planted walkways, learning centres, a shop and garden centre and of course
somewhere to grab a cuppa and bite to eat. Members should remember to bring their

Cover Photo -Zonal Pelargonium  ‘Helen’
Photo courtesy of PAGS Archive

membership cards as this will give you 50% off the entry price to the gardens (currently
£12.00 so you pay £6.00).  

Of course, due to the pandemic, we have had to rely on the virtual shows that we put 
together on Facebook and YouTube for the last two years but there really is nothing like
seeing the scale, vibrance and scents of the physical plants for yourself. 2022 will, of
course, mark three years since we have had a physical pelargonium show so get yourself
along, absorb our show plus the wealth of horticultural excellence that the gardens have to
offer, you really have no excuse, so see you there.

David Taylor

Programme

Plant Drop-off, Dressing, Staging of Exhibits and Displays.

Friday 17th June, 6.00pm to 7.00pm (Plant drop-off only).
Saturday 18th June, 8.00am to 9.45pm

Plant Storage Friday Night Only.

Please Note: there is no vehicle access to the Marquee outside of the above times. The car
park is situated just 20 metres from the marquee and vehicles can be quickly moved to

the car park once exhibits have been dropped off. If Exhibitors only have a small number
of plants these can be walked to the Marquee from the car park, if weather permits, from

4.00pm on Friday 17th June.

Saturday 18th June. Judging 10.00am - 11.30am.

Show Opens at 11.30am with free admission into the Marquee.

Presentation of Awards. 4.30pm Saturday 18th June.

NOTE: No plants to be moved from the Marquee until 5.00pm. There will be no vehicle 
access to the marquee for removal of plants until 6.00pm.

Show Secretary: David Taylor. Tel:07921 089908. Email: gosbrook@icloud.com
Judges: Mr Alan Taylor, Mr Steve Pollard, Mr David Newman.
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Two plants Basic Regal – Distinct Cultivars

Two plants Angel – Distinct Cultivars

Two plants Miniature Zonal – Distinct Cultivars

Two plants Dwarf Zonal – Distinct Cultivars

Two plants Miniature Stellar including Formosum - Distinct Cultivars

Two plants Dwarf Stellar including Formosum - Distinct Cultivar

One Plant Angel

One plant Basic Regal

One plant single flowered Basic Green Leaved Zonal

One plant double or semi double Basic Green Leaved Zonal

One plant Ivy Leaf

One plant Hybrid Ivy Leaf

One plant Unique or Unique Type

One plant Zonal having Tri-colour leaves

One plant Zonal having Bi-colour leaves

One plant Zonal having bronze or golden foliage (Stellars Excluded)

One plant Floribunda (See Note (i) on page 9)

One plant Miniature Stellar including Formosum

One plant Dwarf Zonal

One plant Dwarf Angel

One plant Miniature Zonal Single flowered

One plant Miniature Zonal Double or Semi – Double

One plant Stellar or Stellar Type including Formosum

One plant Dwarf Stellar including Formosum

One plant Pelargonium Species - may be trained for effect

One plant Pelargonium Species - grown to natural habit. (Judicious
support permitted and seed heads allowed)

One plant Scented leaved variety

One plant grown as a Standard. (Any Pelargonium type & cultivar 
permitted)

One plant Trained. (Excluding Standards)

One plant Zonartic Type (see note (J) on page 9)

Three cut Regal flower heads, distinct cultivars, each staged with 
own two leaves in separate vases. (Vases supplied)

Three cut Zonal flower heads, distinct cultivars, each staged with own
two leaves in separate vases. (Vases supplied)

Six Regal florets (distinct cultivars)  (Board supplied)

Six Zonal florets (distinct cultivars)  (Board supplied)

Six Tri-colour or Bi-coloured leaves, Distinct Cultivars (Board supplied)

Schedule of Pelargonium Classes
Pots not to exceed 155mm unless otherwise stated.

No more than TWO plants per class per household. (See Rule 2 on Page 8)

Three Pot Class. Basic Green Leaved Zonal (155mm pot), Dwarf Zonal 
(120mm pot), Miniature Zonal (90mm pot)

Open Classes (See Rule 1 on Page 8) Max Pot Size

155mm

155mm

90mm

120mm

90mm

120mm

155mm

155mm

155mm

155mm

155mm

155mm

155mm

155mm

155mm

155mm

155mm

90mm

120mm

120mm

90mm

90mm

155mm

120mm

155mm

155mm

155mm

255mm

255mm

203mm

37

38

39

40A

40B

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

47A

48

49

50

51

52

52A

53

54

55

56

57

58

One plant of any original Pelargonium seedling to be judged for novelty
and for characteristics showing an improvement on existing cultivars

Two plants of same cultivar not in commerce nor appearing in any 
published list but excluding plants for Class 37.

The Cramden Nursery Hanging Basket and Pot Classes

A Hanging Basket or Pot (Any Type) max 305 mm (12”) diameter, containing Ivy 
or Hybrid Ivy leaved Pelargoniums, one or more plants

A Hanging Pot (Plastic) max 203mm (8”) diameter, containing Ivy 
or Hybrid Ivy Leaved Pelargoniums, one or more plants

A Hanging Pot (Plastic) max 203mm (8”) diameter, containing Pelargoniums, 
one or more plants. Note: Ivy or Hybrid Ivy leaved ARE EXCLUDED

Open Classes (See Rule 1 on Page 8) Max Pot Size

155mm

155mm

155mm

120mm

90mm

155mm

155mm

155mm

155mm

155mm

120mm

90mm

155mm

155mm

ASP

155mm

155mm

Intermediate Classes (See Notes 12 & 13 on Page 8)

One plant Basic Green leaved Zonal

One plant Dwarf Zonal

One plant Miniature Zonal

One plant Zonal with Bi or Tricoloured foliage

One plant Angel (Ken Dymond Award Class)

One plant Regal

One plant Scented Leaved Variety

One plant Stellar inc. Formosum (see note 18 on Page 9)

Novice and Junior Classes (See Notes 11 & 13 on Page 8)

One plant Basic Green Leaved Zonal

One plant Dwarf Zonal

One plant Miniature Zonal

One plant Zonal with Bi or Tricoloured foliage

One plant Regal

One plant Stellar inc. Formosum (see note 18 on Page 9)

Hardy Geranium Classes

Display Classes

Display of Pelargoniums in a space not exceeding 2ft 6ins wide by 2ft 6ins deep.
Viewed from the front

Floral Arrangement (Pelargoniums only) 18”x18” (456mm x 456mm) Max

Floral Arrangement (Pelargoniums only) in an unusual container 18” x 18” 

One plant Hardy Geranium (Cranesbill)

One plant Erodium (Heronsbill)

One plant Commercial Zonal with its own nursery label
for definition see page 9 item p’

Commercial Zonal Pelargonium Classes
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The Story of RHS Bridgewater and the Worsley New Hall Estate.

RHS Garden Bridgewater is the fifth RHS garden and one of the largest 

gardening projects undertaken in Europe in recent years. The transformation of

the historic 154 acre Worsley New Hall estate to create the Garden is intended 

to create a world-class garden that enriches Salford’s communities and their 

environment.

Once visited by Queen Victoria and King Edward VII, Worsley New Hall survived

a fire and two World Wars before it was demolished in the 1940s. Today 

Landscape architect, Tom Stuart-Smith created the masterplan for the site and

the Bridgewater team, alongside award winning garden designers, have brought

‘gardens within a garden’ to life by blending history with world-class horticulture

to embrace the site’s gardening heritage while also giving it a future.

Sitting in the south-west corner of RHS

Garden Bridgewater, the Welcome 

Building houses a striking arrivals hall,

shop, café and two dedicated class-

rooms, as well as offering spectacular

views over Moon Bridge Water – a

beautiful, new 1.4-acre lake – and its

lush native planting.

From the Welcome Building, visitors can choose to stroll along Long Walk, 

heading into the Weston Walled Garden at various entry points, or lose 

themselves in the maze-like landscape of the Worsley Welcome Garden.

The Weston Walled Garden is one of

the largest Victorian walled gardens in

the UK. In its original incarnation it

contained a series of kitchen gardens

built to service Worsley New Hall. A

team of gardeners would have man-

aged the 11-acres, using its sheltered

location to grow fruit and vegetables.

Although the Hall is long gone, the inner and outer walls of the original walled

garden were repurposed first as a nursery and latterly a garden centre, escaping

demolition. Painstakingly restored, it is now the horticultural heart of 

Bridgewater, given new life with a series of wonderful gardens and exuberant

borders co-created by award-winning landscape designers and RHS staff.

The contemporary Paradise 

Garden, designed by landscape

architect Tom Stuart-Smith, 

occupies one half of the inner

Weston Walled Garden. 

This space has its origins in the

earliest civilisations, taking 

inspiration from traditional 

paradise gardens, and cleverly

blends Mediterranean, Asiatic

and American species. 

The garden’s walls create a microclimate in which a wide range of plants from all

over the world can flourish. There are 89 individual planting beds, containing

27,000 plants, that envelop visitors in a calming and tranquil oasis.

This part of the Gardens is only a small

portion of the horticultural bliss that

this RHS Garden has to offer. Other

highlights include, The Kitchen Garden,

The Chinese Stream side Garden, The

Orchard Gardens, Woodland areas with

the Ellesmere Lake and the Wildflower

Victoria Meadow.
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General Rules Governing The Show 

1. Open to all. Members have free entry. Non-members 50p entry per exhibit entered.

2. No more than four entries from a single household can be accepted in any class unless
otherwise stated, except in classes 37 & 38 at the Show Secretary’s discretion.

3. Competitors must notify the Show Secretary of their class entries on or before 
Wednesday 10th June 2020. Entries can be made by posting the form on page 14 (ensure
delivery by 10th June), by e-mail or by phone. Late entries will only be accepted at the
Show Secretary’s discretion.

4. Dressing and plant storage, staging of exhibits and displays are on Friday 12th June
3.30pm to 7.30pm and Saturday 13th June 6.00am to 8.30am. Room to be cleared by
8.30am PROMPT when judging will commence. Entry cards should be obtained from the
Show Secretary and placed face down alongside the appropriate entry.

5. All plants must have been grown by the competitor and have been in his/her possession
for at least three months.

6. Boards and vases will be provided for the appropriate classes.

7. Any protests must be lodged with the Show Secretary in writing within one hour of the
opening of the Show. Each protest must state the reason for the objection and be 
accompanied by a fee of £1 which will be repaid if the protest is upheld. Members of the
PAGS Committee present will consider any protest, and any Committee member having
an interest in the protest may not take part. The Committee has the power to disqualify 
an exhibit if the protest is upheld.

8. No equipment or exhibits to be removed from the Show Hall until the Chairman or 
President announces the closure of the Show. All exhibits must be removed by 5.30pm.

9. The Society will not be liable for any loss or damage to exhibits or other property of the
exhibitors.

10. The Committee shall decide any matter not provided for in these rules and such a 
decision shall be final.

11. Exhibitors can compete as a Novice / Junior if they have never won the Best Overall
Novice Award Prize in competition at a PAGS National Show or National Shows of the 
former BPGS or BEGS Societies. Winning this prize will promote the Exhibitor to the 
Intermediate Section. See also note 13.

12. Exhibitors can compete as an Intermediate if they have never won the Best Overall 
Intermediate Award Prize in competition at a PAGS National Show or National Shows of 
the former BPGS or BEGS Societies. Winning this prize will promote the Exhibitor to 
the Open Section. See also note 13.

13. Any exhibitor who enters the Open Section by choice will forfeit their status as a
Novice / Intermediate grower when they have won three first prizes in pot plant classes in
the National Open section.

14. Society Trophies are perpetual and MUST BE TAKEN AWAY BY EXHIBITORS and should
be returned to the Show Secretary on the Saturday or Sunday of the Show weekend, IN A
PRESENTABLE STATE.

15. Judges, Stewards and all persons retained in the hall during judging should observe a
professional code of conduct at all times.  Persons NOT authorised by the Show Secretary
must retire from the Show area whilst judging is in progress.

16. Exhibitors must ensure that ALL PLANTS are free from any DISEASE or PESTS.  Any
contaminated plants will be removed from the Show Area and will not be eligible for show.

17. Two or more judges will judge the New Cultivar Classes No 37 & 38, a Certificate of
Merit will be only given to plants that are deemed worthy.

18. Classes 47A & 52A. The maximum pot size for this class is 155mm and would generally
be for Basic Stellars. However, entries can also include miniature Stellars (90mm pot) and
Dwarf Stellars (120mm pot). All entries in this class would be judged as appropriate for
the size type and the class winner the best overall.

a. The diameter of a pot is the inside measurement as near to the top as possible. 
(N.B Exhibitors are advised not to rely on pot manufacturers stated sizes).

b. Pots should be of plastic type and terracotta in colour. It is recognised that standards
and trained plants are notably top heavy and for these classes ONLY clay pots are 
permitted although every effort should be made to ensure that they are clean and tidy.

c. A MINIATURE ZONAL is a plant grown in a pot not exceeding 90mm and the plant shall
be in proportion to the size of the pot with flowers and foliage in proportion to the size of
the plant. It is recommended that the foliage should not exceed 130mm in height above
the rim of the pot.

d. A DWARF ZONAL is a plant grown in a pot exceeding 90mm but not exceeding 120mm
in diameter and the plant should be in proportion to the size of the pot with the flowers
and foliage in proportion to the size of the plant. It is recommended that the foliage should
exceed 130mm but not exceed 180 mm in height above the rim of the pot.

e. A BASIC ZONAL/REGAL is a plant grown in a pot exceeding 120mm but not exceeding
155mm and the plant shall be in proportion to the size of the pot with flowers and foliage
in proportion to the size of the plant with a recommended minimum foliage height of
180mm.

f. Cultivars of the Deacon Strain will be disqualified if shown in the Hybrid Ivy Leaf Class.

g. All exhibits should be clearly and correctly named. Errors in naming will not disqualify
but judges will regard clarity and correctness of naming as telling in favour of an exhibit 
in close competition. If an exhibitor does not know the name of a cultivar they should
mark the name card ‘Name Unknown’.

h. The term “distinct” shall mean “obviously visually different”.

i. A FLORIBUNDA plant is a Miniature or Dwarf cultivar normally grown in a 90mm or
120mm pot but now exhibited in a larger pot size. It is a plant which has flowers and 
perhaps leaves which are numerous but too small to conform to normal proportions 
suggested in Judges Rules for a Basic Zonal. In classes limited to ‘Floribunda’ only, no
penalties will be imposed for lack of flower/leaf size.

j. A ZONARTIC is a new sub-species which was created by hybridising P. articulatum 
with various Zonal and Ivy-Zonal cultivars. The leaf shape indicates the influence of 
P. articulatum and is all important, plants with leaves which resemble Zonals will be 
disqualified

k. For this Schedule, the term “BASIC REGAL” excludes all Angel (type) cultivars.

l. STELLARS are only allowed in Stellar designated classes with the exception of Standards,
one plant trained and seedling classes.

m. STANDARDS are plants grown on a straight clear stem. The height should exceed the
height of the foliage above, (measure from the first branch of lowest leaf to the highest
point of the foliage). A plant grown as a trailing Standard would be acceptable even when
foliage obscures the clear stem and in such cases the clear stem should be a minimum of
twice the diameter of the pot.

n. All potted plants should be staged with an appropriate sized saucer for the exhibit.

p. COMMERCIAL VARIETIES are plants from breeders such as PAC, Selecta Klemm, 
Dummen Orange, Endisch,  Florensis, Syngenta

Definitions and General Information to Assist Exhibitors 



1st

£5.00

£4.00

£3.00

3rd

£2.00

£1.50

£1.00

2nd

£3.00

£2.50

£2.00

Three Pot Class 1

Two Pot Classes 2

All Other Classes
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I propose to Exhibit in the following Classes and agree to abide by rules 
printed in this Schedule.

Name .............................................. Mem No. ......... Tel .......................................

Address  ................................................................................................................

............................................................. E-mail ......................................................

Please provide the number of entries in each Class (Max 4)

Class        Entries        Class        Entries        Class       Entries        Class        Entries

1 17 33 47A

2 18 34 48

3 19 35 49

4 20 36 50

5 21 37 51

6 22 38 52

7 23 39 52A

8 24 40A 53

9 25 40B 54

10 26 41 55

11 27 42 56

12 28 43 57

13 29 44 58

14 30 45

15 31 46

16 32 47

I am a Non-Member and Enclose Fee @50p per plant per Class entered. £ .............

Pot Sizes. Metric / Imperial Equivalents. For Guidance Only

90mm – 3.5 inch,  120mm – 4.75 inch,  130mm – 5 inch,  155mm – 6 inch, 
180mm – 7 inch,  203mm – 8 inch,  230mm – 9 inch,  255mm – 10 inch, 

305mm – 12 inch,  380mm – 15 inch,  465mm – 18 inch

Please return this form to the Show Secretary:

Mr. David Taylor, 10 Jones Crescent, Faringdon, Oxfordshire SN7 7QZ.
Tel: 07921 089908

email:  gosbrook@icloud.com 

to arrive no later than Wednesday 15th June 2022

Entry Form. Open National Show. June 18th 2022Prize Money 

There is over £375 available in prize money at the show.
The following Individual Class Awards Apply

Introduced in 2017 there is also an award of £50 for the ‘Best Plant in Show’ 
donated by Fibrex Nursery.

Introduced in 2019, a £20 Garden Centre Voucher award for the Best Commercial Zonal in
the Show, winner of Class 58. Sponsored by Mr. and Mrs. A. Andrews

For the purposes of the 2022 Show Schedule the winner for 2020, Mr Stephen Pollard, and
the winner for 2021, Mr Derek Lee (both awarded in accordance with an RHS ruling), will
be ineligible to compete for the medal.

Sponsorship
It is noted that our show is sponsored by a number of very kind donations by members
and companies that are too numerous to name individually. The PAGS would like to place
on record our sincere gratitude for all donations received. We would like to place on record
our thanks to Mr David Newman who has sponsored the production of this show schedule.  

RHS Banksian Medal 

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

9

10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18

19

20

21

The Arthur Biggin Cup for the winner of class 1, (The Three Pot Class)
The Geranium Society Specimen Ivy Leaf Cup for the best Ivy or Hybrid Ivy Leaf
plant in classes 12, 13, 39 & 40A

The Dorothy Mortlock Cup for the best Hanging Basket or Pot
The Roy Outen Memorial Trophy for the best plant in the Novice Section
The Intermediate Award. For the best plant in the Intermediate Section
The Ken Dymond Award. For the winner of the Intermediate Angel class 45.
The Eve Scott Memorial Cup for the best display in class 53
The Mary E. Tanner Challenge Cup for the best Miniature Zonal including Stellars
and Formosums

The Tom Portas Memorial Trophy for the best Dwarf Zonal Plant including Stellars
& Formosums

The Midland Regional Trophy for the best Basic Zonal
The North East Midland Perpetual Trophy for the best Regal Plant
The W.A.R. Clifton Challenge Cup For the best Bicolour Zonal
The Edgar Chisnall Cup For the best Tricolour Zonal
The Jim Wood Golden Leafed Pelargonium Perpetual Trophy for the best Gold
Leafed Plant.

The E.N.G. Cup for the best Scented Variety
The Pelargonium and Geranium Species Cup for the best Species Pelargonium
The Swanland Trophy for the best Angel in the Show
The PAGS Registration Award for any Cultivar in classes 37 or 38 that the Judges
consider being distinct.

A £20 Garden Centre voucher awarded for the best commercial zonal in the 
Show, winner of class 58. Sponsored by Mr. and Mrs. A. Andrews.

The Banksian Medal to the exhibitor gaining the most Prize Money in the Show
(See Note on Page 10)

The Hazel Key Golden Scissors Award for the Best Plant in the Show. Award 
carries a £50 prize donated by Fibrex Nursery

Special Prizes and Trophies 




